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Group 2(a) Journalism and Mass Communication and Video Production

Core Course X!!

JC {643 ADVANCED TELEVISION PRODUCTION

\ (2018 & 2019 Admission)
,':

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

PART -A

L Answer atl questions in a senten.**, Er"h carries t rnark,

1. Establishing shot

2. Acting cues

3. ENG

4. Lead in

5. Diegetic sound

6. lavaliere mic

7. Barn door

8. FCP

9. Boom mio

10. Golor temperature

(10x1=10Marks)
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PART - B

ll. Describe any eight of the following terminologies in one or two sentences, each

carries 2 marks

11. PTG

12. Rule of thirds

13. Lip sYnc

14. Cut ins

15. NoddY shot

16. Flead space

17. Hair light

18. Attribution

1e. oTS

2A. Cut awaYs

21. Outcue

22. Rundown

23. RealitY Television.

24. Voice over

25. Time code 
-

26. HaPPYtalk

(8x2=16Marks)
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PART - C

lll. Write short essays not exceeding 120 words in any slx of the following, each
carries 4 marks.

27. What do you mean by composition?

28. l.low will you explain the term visual grammar?

29. When does jump cuts come in handy for a video production?

30.- What are the major transition devices available for a video editor?

31. What do you feel ls the importance of lighting in television?

32. Suggest fresh ideas for a new television programs. Also mention their target
audiences

33. What are the differences between lip sync, ad-lib and ADR?

34. What do you mean by virtual studios?
a

35. List a few tips for an anchor to effectively get into the audience.

36. What are the-purpose of overlays in graphic building?

37. List the advantages of non- linear editing.

38. Explain a three point lighting setup?

(6x4=24Marks)

pnnr - o

lV.' Write long essays not exceeding 500 words on any two of the following :

39. With the help of an illustration, explain the physical attribuies of a video studio.

40. List and explain various principles of composition.
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41. What are the things to be taken card of while you plan to make an onscreen
appearance?

42t Explain the steps for content generation for graphics of a video.

43. What are the attributes and specialities of your favourite anchor,in lndian
tetevision?

44 What are the techniques and processes involved in EFP?

(2 x 1S = 30 Marks)
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